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Scheduling in Real-Time SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Real-time computing plays a vital role in ultra-reliable and safety-critical applications in fields as diverse as flight control, telecommunication systems, nuclear plant supervision and surgical operation monitoring. Providing a comprehensive overview, this book examines the most significant real-time scheduling policies in use today....
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Electrical Engineer's Reference Book, Sixteenth EditionNewnes, 2002

	For ease of use, this edition has been divided into the following subject sections: general principles; materials and processes; control, power electronics and drives; environment; power generation; transmission and distribution; power systems; sectors of electricity use.

	

	New chapters and major revisions include: industrial...
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Earth Science: An Illustrated Guide to Science (Science Visual Resources)Chelsea House Publications, 2006

	"Earth Science: An Illustrated Guide to Science" is one of eight volumes of "Facts On File's" new "Science Visual Resources" set. Containing six sections, a comprehensive glossary, a Web site guide, and an index, Biology is an ideal learning tool for students and teachers of science. Full-colour diagrams,...
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Water Dynamics in Plant ProductionCABI Publishing, 2003


	The source of life is water. Life began in the

	oceans, which represent the largest stock of water

	on Earth. Much less water is stored below the land

	surface in the form of fresh groundwater, amounting

	to not quite 0.8% of the earth’s total water

	reserves, while lakes and rivers combined only

	contribute a further...
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Handbook of Industrial and Hazardous Wastes TreatmentCRC Press, 2004


	Environmental managers, engineers, and scientists who have had experience with

	industrial and hazardous waste management problems have noted the need for a

	handbook that is comprehensive in its scope, directly applicable to daily waste

	management problems of specific industries, and widely acceptable by practicing

	environmental...
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Getting Started with Arduino: The Open Source Electronics Prototyping Platform (Make)Maker Media, Inc, 2014

	
		Arduino is the open source electronics prototyping platform that has taken the Maker Movement by storm. This thorough introduction, updated for the latest Arduino release, helps you start prototyping right away. From obtaining the required components to putting the final touches on your project, all the information you need is...
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Physiological Ecology of Forest Production, Volume 4: Principles, Processes and Models (Terrestrial Ecology)Academic Press, 2010

	Process-based models open the way to useful predictions of the future growth rate of forests and provide a means of assessing the probable effects of variations in climate and management on forest productivity. As such they have the potential to overcome the limitations of conventional forest growth and yield models, which are based on...
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Practical Data Acquisition for Instrumentation and Control Systems (IDC Technology (Paperback))Newnes, 2003

	This book focuses on data acquisition and control using the PC and standalone instruments. The PC has made a dramatic impact in the ease with which the technician, scientist and engineer today can set up their own test and measurement system at a remarkably low cost. And this book aims to show you how easy it is with plenty of carefully...
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Handbook of New Technologies for Genetic Improvement of LegumesCRC Press, 2008
A comprehensive and groundbreaking collection of ideas for plant improvement
Most of the world's supply of legumes is cultivated under adverse conditions     that make this commercially important crop susceptible to the vagaries of nature     and damaging stresses. Genetic manipulation has become a proven way for cultivators     to battle these...
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Pharmacoethics: A Problem-Based Approach (Plant Engineering Series)CRC Press, 2003


	About 20 years ago, the University of New Mexico School of Medicine (SOM)

	established a student-centered problem-based learning (PBL) curriculum

	emphasizing ambulatory care practice competencies. It was designed for small

	groups of students working together and ran parallel with their more traditional

	curriculum. The SOM...
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Root Genomics and Soil InteractionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Fully integrated and comprehensive in its coverage, Root Genomics and Soil Interactions examines the use of genome-based technologies to understand root development and adaptability to biotic and abiotic stresses and changes in the soil environment. Written by an international team of experts in the field, this timely review highlights...
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Medicinal Plants of the World, Volume 3: Chemical Constituents, Traditional and Modern Medicinal UsesHumana Press, 2005

	An extraordinary compendium of information on herbal medicine, Medicinal Plants of the World, Volume 3 comprehensively documents the medicinal value of 16 major plant species widely used around the world in medical formulations. The book's exhaustive summary of available scientific data for the plants provides detailed information on how...
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